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APPRECIATE WHAT YOU HAVE & WHO YOU HAVE, 'CAUSE THE FUTURE IS...
“Puppy love was named for its resemblance to the adoring, worshipful affection that may be felt by a puppy receiving love from a human”, said some Freudian scholar in the field of philosophy. It may also be able to describe short to long-term interest in love. The term can be used in a derogatory fashion, describing emotions which are shallow and transient in comparison to other forms of love such as romantic love.

~ Nine of the ten compositions performed tonight were inspired by the lovely people around me. The people I’ve met, and relationships I’ve formed. This feeling of building self-worth alongside them, are exactly what kept me motivated in writing. ~

1. Prison --- Gabriel Faure.
2. Rainfalls --- ft. Paul Duhe III
3. Chercher pour le temps perdu --- ft. Tristan Geary
4. Bring Back the Days --- ft. Tabias Wimby
5. Dans l’autre yeux --- ft. David Mercier
6. Amore --- ft. Yamilet Gil & Skylar Walker
7. Une fleur petit --- ft. Sondai Nanabuluku & Timothy Trumpet
9. Mystical --- ft. Victoria Hasche
**closure ft. Zien Hodge & Dancers --- Kate Williams, Anthony Jackson, & Sakinah Bennett
**Senior Board:**

Rufus Mueller | Thurman Barker | John Esposito

Special thanks to Odile Chilton - Eric Trudel -- Montanez Baugh --- & Cassandra Qualls

The following artists have contributed artwork to the show, and I thank them sincerely from the bottom of my heART:

Zien Hodge c019’  
Victor Wang  c019’  
Chris Minter c021’  
Matthea Rile-Schmidt c017’  
Supreme Allah c021’  
Ahmara Smith